
SOLO SINAWALI & KARENZA FLOW 

TESTS 

By Burton Richardson 

INSTRUCTOR TEST REQUIREMENTS 

1 Perform the Warm Up at moderate speed with precision and edge awareness.  

2 In 1 minute or less, explain and demonstrate the Redondo 6-Count Transition To Upward 4-

Count and the Upward 4-Count Transition To Redondo 6-Count.  

3 In 1 minute or less, explain and demonstrate the Burton’s Rift sequence. 

4 In 1 minute or less, explain and demonstrate the Short Karenza Set found in the Bonus 4 

section.  

5 In 1 minute or less, explain and demonstrate Tatang Ilustrisimo’s Gunting To Redondo 6 found 

in Bonus 6 section. Demonstrate it in the air, without a partner.   

6 In 1 minute or less, explain how this Solo Sinawali Program has benefitted you in training and 

teaching.  

7 In 2 minutes or less, demonstrate the various footwork patterns while simultaneously stroking 

the sticks. Cover the torsi, female triangle, and male triangle, hourglass, and square footwork 

patterns. Flow them together, transitioning between the various patterns.  

8 Perform 30 seconds of slow freestyle Karenza, integrating patterns from any level plus any 

other patterns you favor. Be smooth and precise, not powerful. Very relaxed. Do your best. I am 

not looking for perfection, just good quality stroking. 

9 Perform 30 seconds of freestyle Karenza, blending slow and fast movements. Be smooth and 

precise, while sometimes including speed and power. Do your best. I am not looking for 

perfection, just good quality stroking. 

 

 

  



Solo Sinawali & Karenza  

MASTER INSTRUCTOR AND SENIOR MASTER INSTRUCTOR  

TEST REQUIREMENTS 

 

 

Master Instructor Requirements 

The Solo Sinawali & Karenza Master Instructor rank and the Solo Sinawali & Karenza Senior 

Master Instructor rank will be administered on an individual level. After achieving the rank of 

Solo Sinawali & Karenza Instructor, you will be eligible for the Master Instructor test in 3 years 

if you are teaching, training, and improving continuously during that time. A Master is an 

instructor who has continued the “seasoning” process, gaining greater understanding for both 

performing and teaching the art.  

 

Senior Master Instructor Requirements  

5 years after achieving the rank of Master Instructor, you will be eligible for to test for the rank 

of Senior Master Instructor if you have been teaching, training, and improving continuously 

during that time. The extra half-decade of training will result in a Senior Master Instructor who 

has earned an even greater depth of knowledge.  

 


